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The secular equity bear market has finally begun, behind the smoke and mirrors of 
mysterious policies, manipulations and skewed statistics. 

Monetary policy did not stimulate the economy, and it was never designed to. 
Corporate America sits on ~$1.7 trillion in cash, but the intention to invest will exist 
once a global equity flush-out occurs. 

The world's QE programs have been about strengthening balance sheets, not 
stimulating economies. Commentators have been incorrectly assuming that the bankers 
and politicians who influence the cash hoards don't know what they are doing. 

One of the many effects of the balance sheet effort has resulted in several analysts 
looking at much better price-to-book and other fundamental valuations, citing that this 
peak is therefore not to be compared to other highs. 

Indeed, repatriation of global profits has meant share buybacks and special dividends 
that have done much and will continue to do so for stock prices at strategic points in 
time. 

Therefore, all past QE has had direct and indirect effects on sundry balance sheet-
related valuations, but the 2013 - 2014 calamity in global equities will have been the 
result of disappointment stemming from the economy (income statement), which the 
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major institutions (USA Corporation, corporations and banks) have had no intention of 
curing. 

In fact, these same parties, for the reasons cited above, will have benefited from the 
collapse in stock prices. The latter will be encouraged, leading to greater corporate 
control and investment of the cash hoard, to the appreciation of an employment-
starved global economy.  

Thinking that the Fed is trying to stop a collapse would be a strategic error for an 
investor. The powers-that-be WANT a flush-out.  

The Corporation functions much as atheism-based imperialism does {cloaked in "My 
God is THE God" (fundamentalism)}, which, for simplicity of understanding, one can 
draw parallels to the mafia's business model; The Corporation runs "protection rackets" 
and uses violence and intimidation, including covert schemes and payoffs to influence 
those in positions of power to cede the democratic rights and privileges of the 
people...who ultimately stick their desperate hands out for jobs. (The Corporation runs 
the Troika.) 

In any event, Cyprus signaled something meaningful, as the world now knows to not 
trust governments and banks as before. However, in making a new high this month, the 
market was hearing, "Who cares?"  

Still, the real reason for this quarter's onset of the secular bear market is the economy 
and, in this sense, the present condition is analogous to January 2000, when stocks 
peaked before a 50% calamity. 

The Dow had declined on the hype of Y2K, before the last rally to its final summit, 
which was taken as proof that the waters were now safe for swimming since Y2K had 
been considered to be THE problem; a new high therefore confirmed that there was NO 
problem. However, we then learned that the issue was tech valuation and the economy. 

Today, consumer confidence (CC) has done as "well" as it has solely as a result of 
massive money printing, which has meant a debt transference from private to public 
balance sheets (i.e. - credit cards, mortgage forgiveness). 

However, confidence has dipped again and that is what drives equity markets, most 
often with very little lag. CC and lofty valuations will stagger the Dow from these highs, 
once citizens the world-over discover that a lack of faith in governments and bank 
accounts demands gold, not shares in US equities. 

There have been many reasons put forth to explain the orchestrated crashing of gold 
(to its long term low of this past Monday). One was to create the final drive into 
equities, which inflection point will come to be seen as timed with the long 
term turning point in gold. 
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The economy has only been weakening and the stock market's divergence from it could 
be attributed to QE. The action in the commodities has been proof and the gold 
collapse has been the nail in the coffin, since it underscores the absolute failure of QE 
to stimulate the real economy. 

Therefore, we have seen a major bear decline in the base metals (share buybacks 
improve EPS, but mean little to the price of copper.) The fear has become deflation 
and, with the latter, equity collapses ensue. 

Investors will realize that even deflation becomes another reason to own gold, as the 
media starts to cover deflation as a driver, and not necessarily inflation as the best or 
sole reason (other than war) for higher PM prices. For this article, the only comment I 
will make in context is that the two inflection points go together. 

Gold cannot crash like this without stocks being destroyed soon after, and that the two 
classes have traded counter to one another. 

I was a week early in identifying a low in silver, before precisely targeting the long 
term turning point in gold; its implosion and low reminds me of the psychology 
regarding stocks in October 1987, as other fellow ol'-timers have come to note in fond 
remembrance. 

Since the bottom in gold has been seen, this can only fuel the equity collapse, as 
investors now seek a new avenue for investment. The alternative is gold, which is what 
would have been said 2 weeks ago, so why would it not be true now? At these gold and 
silver prices, it is even MORE true. 

This past week will have marked inflection points in both the Dow and gold; since 2002, 
I have repeatedly written of this époque, "There will be a massive transference of 
wealth and power from West to East, which will have to necessarily include the sale of 
the West's gold to them." 

That's all that is really happening, as the East has been a major buyer of physical gold 
this week, even as gold followers in the West freaked out. 

The Chinese, India, Japanese et al are on the other side of Merryl Lynch and Morgan 
Stanley. The Asians are buying something (heavily). Wall Street was selling 
nothing.  

And they'll have to buy back "nothing." (I wonder if these Wall Street banks will be 
buying S&P futures all the way down as penance for their gold shorting. Perhaps not. 

Below, please note the 6-month daily Dow chart. The slow stochastic appears beneath 
the price chart, while the MACD appears above it. The technical divergences in the 
market, both in number and depth have been building. The longer declines are put off, 
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the deeper they are. BOTH of these two indicators have given confirmed 
divergences and sell signals. 

 

I was a quarter early in forecasting the onset of a "cataclysm" in the global equity 
markets. I amended the timing soon after to make the point that the forecasted 
implosion was likely coming 3 months later, with a possible high in mid-April. 

The redeeming virtue of the stance was that I only recommend the use of longer-dated 
put options and/or spreads using same. Therefore, the risk is defined and limited. 
However, the potential is staggering, particularly in a cataclysm (if the system works). 
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The 1st-quarter and mid-April have come and gone and when a peak is in, a market's 
decline is a matter of course. 

While topping patterns can always take longer than thought, to at least start off the 
secular bear, the Dow, which has nothing but air underneath it to 14,000, can decline 
to 12,200 by June 30. I will gage the action, since the Dow can bounce from 13,500 
(the lower level confirms the far greater decline's onset). 

Consider that the engineered gold crash was to trap the last equity bull, and consider 
too the fundamental reason for the price smash (deflation), and one gets the picture of 
a tremendous opportunity in long term puts. 

A special reason for such focus stems from the fact that gold and the VIX are fear 
indicators that have arguably moved together, until now.  

The December VIX futures had a premium (contango) of only 1.84 versus the cash 
market at Thursday's close, before widening after yesterday's action; contango- 
implosion reflects a dramatic reversal of sentiment, and much cheaper put valuations as 
well. 

The talking heads have publicized that a 5%-10% correction would be normal, healthy 
and, above all, represent the much needed and sought after opportunity to get into 
stocks. The viewer is not alert to sell, but buy as things worsen. At writing, 60-minute 
indicators suggest that a near term bounce can occur, but that would be a chance to 
get in. 

But not as the talking heads have suggested. Trust the collapses in BAC, AAPL, base 
metals, etc., not the Wall Street touts. And look at the VIX's effect on longer dated 
puts. 

Sid Klein 
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